With the demand for wide bandwidth signals intensified, broadband signal generation technology based on multi-splicing is gradually emerging. Currently, signal splicing technology is mainly deployed for the chirp signal. To expand the signal range of styles can be spliced, get more types of broadband signals, in this paper, the typical radar signal style in-depth analysis. The characteristics of the splicing of the signal are proposed and verified by computer simulation. It provides an important reference for the engineering realization of splicing different types of signals.
bandwidth signal. The following will be from the signal of the different characteristics of the relationship between the characteristics of the signal can be spliced to analyze the nature.
The Frequency Relationship between the Multi-Channel Signal
To linear frequency modulation signal (LFM), for example, its time-frequency relationship [4] as shown in Figure 1 Fig. 1.1 is divided into four sections in time, and the four signals are aligned from the phase before splicing, so that the signals can be connected from the time domain to the four signals. The spliced signal will be scaled up to four times the bandwidth of the single signal before splicing. The principle of multiple signal splicing is shown in Figure 1 
Ch3 Ch2 Ch4 B Figure 1 .2 Schematic diagram of multiple signal splicing The non-linear frequency modulation signal (NLFM) is similar to the chirp signal and can be analyzed in a similar way. As shown in Figure 1 .1, the nonlinear time-frequency signal is divided into four segments in time-width and the four-channel signal signal is kept in phase alignment before splicing.
In addition, for the homogeneous pitch coherent signal in the burst signal, the mathematical envelope expression is,
From the formula, we can see that the signal does not exist in the pulse modulation, but in the time domain to increase the cycle of the pulse train, by adding the pulse signal in the time domain, and do Fourier transform, and finally the resulting signal is non-monotonic in the frequency domain and cannot be extended. Obviously, through the multi-splicing synthesis of broadband signals first need to be synthesized between the various signals with frequency increments, that requires 0  f among the multi-chnanel signals. For non-inverting signals, it is not possible to broaden the signal bandwidth directly by means of multiple splicing techniques because even if the signal is multiplexed in the time domain, the resulting signal is only expanded in the time domain and the resulting The frequency band of the signal is not widened compared to the single signal. Therefore, through the multi-channel splicing to expand the signal bandwidth, must meet the frequency of the signal between the incremental.
Time Domain Relationship between Each Channel Signal
In Section 1.1, we analyze the continuous frequency progressive signal (such as LFM) in the time domain, and conclude that the time-domain discrete signal can also be spliced. Taking the frequency stepping signal in the frequency encoded signal as an example, the waveform diagram is shown in the figure,
3 Schematic diagram of stepped frequency waveforms Forward stepped frequency signal carrier frequency variation [4] as shown in Figure 1 Figure 1 .4 Carrier frequency variation of forward frequency stepping signal Its time-frequency relationship with the LFM signal is very similar, can be seen as a ladder of the LFM signal. Each pulse can be narrow, through the synthesis of the pulse, can be equivalent to improve the pulse signal bandwidth, the greater the frequency step step, the more the number of pulses, the higher the distance resolution. For this signal, N(assuming N is an integer multiple of 4) pulses can be divided into four signals also, and in the time domain splicing synthesis, the final signal in the frequency domain is discrete monotonically increasing, theoretically in line with the bandwidth Expansion requirements. Thus, the mosaic of the multiplexed signal is independent of the time domain continuity of the signal. However, it is worth noting that at this time we spliced the signal did not extend the instantaneous bandwidth of the signal, but according to the frequency of the bandwidth of the bandwidth expression F   N B
, by increasing the pulse sequence number of step pulse N, thus expanding the signal the working bandwidth. Of course, if it is to splice the signal of the instantaneous bandwidth, it is required to be spliced signal in the time domain has continuity, which is consistent with the definition of radar signal instantaneous bandwidth.
In the Previous Two Sections, We Mainly Analyze the Waveform Rules.
The following for the waveform irregular signal to discuss whether it can be stitching. To time-frequency encoded signal, for example, its plural form can be expressed as a unified
Experimental simulation verification
First, for the frequency increasing signal of the splicing simulation. Figure 2. 1 is a four-channel LFM signal. Their frequency range is 9MHz-11MHz, 11MHz-13MHz, 13MHz-15MHz, 15MHz-17MHz, the signal sampling frequency of 40MHz, and FM bandwidth of 2MHz. The results show that the multi-channel chirp signal, which is theoretically incremental in the frequency domain, can be combined into a signal by splicing, and the bandwidth is expanded.
Second, for the time domain discrete signal splicing simulation. In front of the time has been continuous single signal (linear FM signal) made splicing simulation, the following time-domain discrete signal simulation. Take the frequency stepping signal as an example, the frequency stepping signal is a typical frequency encoded signal, the forward frequency step signal can be expressed as:
Similar to the chirp signal multiplexing splicing, can make 4 Then, the four-channel signal in order of time domain, before and after the connection, and through the power accumulator add, get spliced signal shown in Figure 2 .4, splicing the signal bandwidth from a single 4MHz to 16MHz. The results show that theoretically, for discrete multi-channel stepping signals and continuous signals can be combined into a signal by splicing, and with respect to the bandwidth of a single signal is widened. Figure 2 .4 Four-channel splice stepped frequency signal waveform chart Third, for the waveform irregular signal splicing simulation. In front of the time domain waveform has been the regular signal (LFM signal and stepped frequency signal) to do the simulation, the following will be time domain waveform irregular signal simulation. Figure 2 .5 shows the time domain waveform of the quadruple frequency conversion signal. From this graph, we can see that the time domain sparsity of the signal is randomly changed. That is, the signal does not exist in the frequency domain. 
Conclusion
In this paper, several typical radar signals are analyzed from the splicing of the signal, and the frequency of the signal is increased from the frequency increment, the time domain continuity and the waveform regularity of the single signal. Essence, the conclusion that the frequency increment and the waveform regularity are the essential attributes of signal splicing. Finally, the results are verified by computer simulation, which provides theoretical support for the engineering realization of broadband signal splicing.
